
MacGregor 
hydraulic hose kit 
for hose handling 
cranes
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MacGregor shapes the offshore and marine industries by offering world-leading engineering solutions and services with 
a strong portfolio of MacGregor, Hatlapa, Porsgrunn, Pusnes and Triplex brands. Shipbuilders, owners and operators 
are able to optimise the lifetime profitability, safety, reliability and environmental sustainability of their operations by 
working in close cooperation with MacGregor.

MacGregor solutions and services for handling marine cargoes, vessel operations, offshore loads, crude/LNG transfer 
and offshore mooring are all designed to perform with the sea. 

MacGregor is part of Cargotec. Cargotec’s class B shares are quoted on NASDAQ OMX Helsinki Ltd.
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All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,  
stored, photocopied, recorded or transmitted without permission  
of the copyright owner. 

Safety 

Hydraulic hoses are products that need constant 
condition monitoring and visual inspection. It is important 
to observe and visually inspect how the hoses perform 
during operation on a regular basis.

Hoses and connectors are exposed to

• Ultra-violet rays 
• Wear and tear damage 
• Corrosion on fitting/couplings
• Adhesives and chemical substances 
• Paint
• Movement/bending

MacGregor therefore recommends that hydraulic hoses 
are to be changed every fifth year and immediately if there 
are signs of wear and tear or breakage.

Around the world, there are several manufacturers 
offering hoses of variable quality and price. MacGregor 
hydraulic hoses solution is based on our extensive 
knowledge and continuous testing of hose and crane 
technology.

Why MacGregor (OEM) hose kit?

• Enhanced uptime and safety for your cranes
• Highest MacGregor OEM standard
• Delivered with MacGregor standard guarantee
• Tested and proven application
• 24/7 support from MacGregor service network
• Delivered complete with needed couplings and  
 anticorrosive MacTape 

Article number

Crane type Article number

HH250 400021553

HH400 400021554

HH630 400021555

Ordering

When placing your order, please state the IMO number of 
the vessel and the serial number of the crane. 

For further information, please contact your 
MacGregor account manager or send an email to:  
crasales@macgregor.com

OEM-standard hydraulic hoses enhancing uptime 
and safety

In addition to being the market leading original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM) of MacGregor cranes for decades, 
MacGregor is now launching its hose kit for hose-
handling cranes. These hoses are thoroughly tested, 
inspected and delivered with MacGregor standard 
guarantee and support from our global service network.


